“Words to Know” List: Jakry Kids Curiosity Shop
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Words to Know: The Jakry Kids Curiosity Shop
1. Hip hurray (Interjection): A phrase used to express joy or excitement, often shouted
2. Newsstand (Noun): A small place where newspapers, and often magazines too, are sold
3. Beat (Noun): An specific area regularly monitored by a specific police officer
4. Mysterious (Adjective): Being hard to explain; puzzling or surprising
5. Squawking (Noun): A loud sound often made by a bird to signal danger or fear
6. Cause(d) (Past tense verb): To be the reason something happens; to make something occur
7. Curiosity (like antique) (Noun): A small, interesting, and often rare object
8. Attention (Noun): A focus or concentration on a certain object, thought, or situation
9. Straighten (up) (Verb): To stretch one’s back while standing, as if trying to be taller
10. Shrunken (Adjective): Being smaller than before
11. Odd (Adjective): Being leftover or separated from a group; unexpected
12. Faraway (Adjective): Being located at large distance from home; remote
13. Clippings (Plural noun): Small pieces cut out of a newspaper or magazine and saved
14. Darjeeling (Proper noun): A town in India famous for growing a certain kind of black tea
15. Ceiling (Noun): The top of the inside of a room
16. Sigh (Noun): The sound of a person exhaling breath slowly and gently
17. Creakiest (Adjective): Making the harshest squeaking sound due to being a bit worn out
18. Treasures (Plural noun): A set of objects that someone believes is special or valuable
19. Hickory (Adjective): A very hard type of wood from a North American tree
20. Weight (Noun): The amount that something weighs as measured by a scale
21. Ringed (Adjective): Having rings on it
22. Shawl (Noun): A long, often triangular, piece of fabric used to cover someone’s shoulders
23. Who’ll (Contraction): An abbreviation of “who will”
24. Strange (Adjective): Being unfamiliar or new
25. She’d (Contraction): An abbreviation of “she had”
26. Whir (Noun): An ongoing buzzing sound made by something moving quickly
27. As fit as a fiddle (Idiom/Adjective): A phrase used to describe someone energetic and lively
28. Wink (Noun): A voluntary closing of usually one eye as a signal of some sort
29. Spark (Noun): A tiny burst of electricity that can be seen
30. Weird (Adjective): Being very unusual or extraordinary, even magical
31. Friendly (Adjective): Being kind, open-minded, optimistic, and helpful
32. Appear(ed) (Past tense verb): To arrive suddenly
33. Spectacles (Plural noun): Eyeglasses that rest low on the wearer’s nose
34. Quackers (Plural noun): A word used to mean “ducks”
35. Wisecrack(ed) (Past tense verb): To make an original, smart joke
36. Shucks (Interjection): A word used to express minor disappointment or regret
37. Glee (Noun): Intense, expressive happiness
38. Tardy (Adjective): Late, usually because of someone’s own fault
39. Shame (Noun): A feeling of regret someone has when they are embarrassed and guilty
40. Awhile (Adverb): For a short period of time
41. Imagination (Noun): Original, creative thoughts someone has about things that are not real
42. Rap (Noun): A quick, short, often gentle knock
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